Siemon launches new DataKeep™ cabinets and
accessories
Siemon, a leading global network infrastructure specialist, has officially launched a new
range of cabinet and accessories under the brand name DataKeep™. The new line of
cabinets and accessories are designed particularly for the EMEA (Europe, Middle East and
Africa) markets and are available for order now.
DataKeep™ will feature two ranges of cabinets with one targeted specifically for the data
centre environment – DataKeep™ DC – whilst DataKeep™ TR cabinets provide a robust
cost-effective solution for comms room environments. Both ranges of DataKeep™ cabinets
combine density, accessibility and efficiency with robust construction and provide the ideal
solution for housing network equipment, servers and patching fields in any data centre
environment or telecommunications space. The new cabinets can be equipped with a wide
range of DataKeep™ accessories and are suitable for use as a standalone cabinet or in a
multi-bayed aisle configuration. Extending Siemon’s WheelHouse line of advanced data
centre and enterprise solutions, the new range of cabinets provide customers with improved
design, greater product flexibility and improved availability. With DataKeep™, Siemon
responds to the growing demands in an increasingly dynamic data centre market in the
EMEA region.
DataKeep™ DC and TR cabinets are available in multiple depths, heights and in 600mm and
800mm widths with space for vertical cable management.
The new cabinets can also be ordered as preconfigured cabinets preloaded with all
DataKeep™ accessories, pre-assembled and packaged to arrive on site ready for final
connections and installation of any active equipment. DataKeep™ cabinets are also
compatible with Siemon’s aisle containment solution for improved thermal management and
Siemon’s robust V-Lock system, designed for added cabinet security.
Available with several door styles including split, full, vented and solid options and various
lock and handle options, including 4-point locking and 3-digit combination, the new cabinets
offer superior cabinet security.
DC and TR cabinets can be equipped with a wide range of DataKeep™ cabinet accessories,
including shelves, vertical and horizontal cable managers, blanking and brush panels, fans,

castors, levelling feet, bases and where needed our design team can work to configure the
cabinets to specific customer requirements if needed
Commenting on the broad scope of deployment options, Lee Funnell, Technical Manager
ERA at Siemon says: The launch of the DataKeep™ range of cabinets is a combination of us
listening to our customers and us continually innovating to address their needs. Coupled with
our market leading data centre design services, these new cabinets bring a fresh new
addition to the Siemon WheelHouse solution offering in EMEA and customers will certainly
be impressed with the shorter lead times and competitive price points.”
Cabinets are available in black, light grey or white as standard and are also available in other
colours depending on customer needs.
DataKeep™ cabinets combined with Siemon connectivity, cable, PDUs offer a complete endto-end infrastructure solution for today’s advanced data centre and office environments. A
select range of cabinets will be available at the Siemon EMEA HQ demo room for viewing.
You are able to book an appointment by contacting era_tech@siemon.com.
For more information visit: https://www.siemon.com/en/home/systems/cabinets/datakeep

